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A new bound of the mixing angle between harged gauge bosons (the standard-model W and the bilepton Y )
in the e onomi al 331 model is given. Possible ontributions of the harged bileptons to the neutrinoless
double beta (( )0 ) de ay are dis ussed. We show that the ( )0 de ay in this model is due to both the
Majorana hM iL and Dira hM iD neutrino masses. If the mixing angle is in the range of the ratio of neutrino
masses hM iL =hM iD , the Majorana and Dira masses are omparable to ea h other and both may give the
main ontribution to the de ay. As a result, onstraints on the bilepton mass are given.
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not explain the generation number problem.

1. INTRODUCTION

The

Among

the extensions of the SM, the models based on the

SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y

standard model (SM)

of the strong and ele troweak intera tions, with the

SU(3)C

SU(3)L

U(1)X

(331) gauge group [7, 8℄

have some intriguing features.

First, they

an partly

SU(2)L U(1)Y symmetry spontaneously broken down
to the U(1)Q of ele tromagnetism, is an ex ellent de-

models are anomaly-free only if the number of gener-

s ription of the intera tions of elementary parti les

ations

down to distan es of the order of

10

16

m.

But the SM

also leaves many striking features of the physi s of our
world unexplained.

Some of them are the generation

number problem, the ele tri

harge quantization, and

explain the number of generations. This is be ause the

N

is a multiple of three.

the asymptoti

If the

ondition of

freedom in QCD is also added, whi h

is valid only if the number of generations of quarks
is not less than

5,

then it follows that the number of

generations is equal to

3.

Se ond, the third quark gen-

the neutrino mass. Re ent experimental results of Su-

eration has to be dierent from the rst two, whi h

perKamiokande Collaboration [1℄, KamLAND [2℄, and

leads to a possible explanation of why the top quark is

SNO [3℄

onrm that the neutrinos are massive and the

avor lepton number is not

onserved; this implies that

un hara teristi ally heavy. Besides, the Pe
symmetry naturally o

eiQuinn

urs in these models [9℄.

the SM must be extended.
A very
problems
group,

onsists in enlarging the gauge symmetry

to the one that properly

group.

For instan e,

model [4℄
ele tri

ommon proposal to solve some of these

(5)

the SU

ontains the SM
grand uni ation

an unify the intera tions and predi ts the

harge quantization, and the E6 group

an also

unify the intera tions and might explain the masses

5; 6℄.

of the neutrinos [

Nevertheless, su h models
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an-

A few dierent versions of the 331 model have
been proposed. In the minimal version [10℄, the three
known left-handed lepton

omponents for ea h gen-

eration are asso iated with three

(l ; l; l )L ,

where

lL

isospin singlet of the

SU(3)L

triplets as

is related to the right-handed
harged lepton

s alar se tor of this model is quite

l

in the SM. The

ompli ated (three

triplets and one sextet). In the variant model, i.e., the

SU(3)L
(; l;  )L , where L is

model with right-handed neutrinos [11℄, three
lepton triplets are of the form
related to the right-handed
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eld

L.

The s alar se tor of this model requires three

Higgs triplets.

It is interesting to note that in this

model, two Higgs triplets have the same
with two neutral
tom.

ÆÝÒÔ,

U(1)X

harge

omponents at their top and bot-

Allowing va uum expe tation values (VEVs) of

these neutral

omponents, we

an redu e the number
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ing. With a nite renormalization in mass, the spe trum of neutrino masses is neat and
In this work, we dis uss possible
bilepton to the

( )0 de

ay in the model under

eration. We show that in
ous analysis, the

( )0

an t the data.

ontributions of the
onsid-

ontradi tion with the previ-

de ay arises from two dierent

of Higgs triplets to two. A model of this kind was pro-

sour es, whi h require both Majorana and Dira

posed re ently [12, 13℄. The s alar se tor of this model

trino masses to be nonvanishing. If the mixing angle

neu-

is minimal with just two Higgs triplets, and hen e it

between the harged gauge bosons is in the range of the

has been

ratio of neutrino masses

alled the e onomi al 331 model [14℄. The

phenomenology of this model is presented in detail

jorana and Dira

in [15, 16℄.

and may give the main

or Majorana parti les. If the neutrinos are Majo-

masses are

omparable to ea h other

ontribution to the de ay. The

onstraints on the bilepton mass are also given.

Despite the re ent experimental advan es in neu-

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

trino physi s, we do not yet know if the neutrinos are
Dira

hM iL =hM iD , then the MaIn

Se . 2, we briey review the e onomi al 331 model.

rana parti les, then the mass terms violate the lepton

Charged

number by two units, whi h may result in important

are given in Se . 3. Se tion 4 is devoted to a detailed

onsequen es in parti le physi s and

osmology. A

ru-

ial pro ess that will help in determining the neutrino
nature is the

( )0

de ay

1)

urrents and a new bound on the mixing angle

analysis of the possible
the

( )0

ontributions of the bilepton to

de ay. We summarize our results and make

on lusions in Se . 5.

. It is also a typi al pro-

ess that requires lepton number violation, although it
an say nothing about the value of the mass be ause, al-

2. A REVIEW OF THE MODEL

though right-handed urrents and/or s alar bosons may
ae t the de ay rate, it has been shown that whatever
the me hanism of this de ay is, it implies a nonvanishing neutrino mass [18℄. In some models, the
de ay

( )0

The parti le

= (aL ; laL; (aR ) )T  (3; 1=3);
laR  (1; 1); a = 1; 2; 3;
Q1L = (u1L; d1L ; UL )T  (3; 1=3) ;
Q L = (d L ; u L; D L )T  (3 ; 0);
= 2; 3;
uaR  (1; 2=3) ; daR  (1; 1=3) ;
UR  (1; 2=3) ; D R  (1; 1=3) ;
aL

an pro eed with an arbitrarily small neutrino

mass via a s alar boson ex hange [19℄.
The me hanism involving a trilinear

oupling of

s alar bosons was proposed in Ref. [20℄ in the
of a model with the

ontext

SU(2) U(1) symmetry with dou-

blets and a triplet of s alar bosons. But be ause there
is no large mass s ale in these types of models [21℄, the
ontribution of the trilinear
ligible.

oupling is, in fa t, neg-

In general, in models with that symmetry, a

ontent in this anomaly-free model is

given by [13℄

(1)

where the values in the parentheses denote quantum

(3)L

(1)X

ne tuning is needed if we want the trilinear terms to

numbers based on the SU

give important

de ay [22℄.

like the usual 331 model with right-handed neutrinos,

It was shown in Ref. [23℄ that in 331 model, whi h

where the third family of quarks should be dis riminat-

has a ri h Higgs boson se tor, there are many new

ing, the rst family has to be dierent from the other

ontributions to the

tributions to the

( )0

de ay.

( )0

on-

In re ent work [24℄,

two in the model under

the authors showed that the implementation of spon-

harge operator in this

taneous breaking of the lepton number in the 331

U

symmetry. Un-

onsideration [16℄. The ele tri
ase takes the form

p1 T

neutrinos are given by three dierent sour es widely

(2)
8 + X;
3
where the Ti (i = 1; 2; : : : ; 8) and X are respe tively
the SU(3)L and U(1)X harges. The ele tri
harges
of the exoti quarks U and D are the same as for the
1=3.
usual quarks, i.e., qU = 2=3 and qD =

ranging over the mass s ales in luding the GUT's and

The spontaneous symmetry breaking in this model

model with right-handed neutrinos gives rise to a fast
neutrino de ay with a Majoron emission and generates
numerous new

ontributions to the

( )0

de ay.

In our earlier work [25℄, we analyzed the neutrino
masses in the e onomi al 331 model. The masses of

the small VEV

u of spontaneous lepton number break-

Q = T3

is obtained in two stages:

SU(3)L

1) For experimental proje ts in preparation, see [17℄.
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! SU(2)L

U(1)Y

! U(1)Q :

(3)
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Bilepton ontributions to the neutrinoless

The rst stage is a hieved by a Higgs s alar triplet with

3. CHARGED CURRENTS AND A NEW
BOUND ON THE MIXING ANGLE

the VEV given by



 = 01 ; 2 ; 03 T  (3; 1=3) ;
hi = p1 (u; 0; !)T :
2

The
(4)

LCG
mass

triplet needed with the VEV
+
3

and

v.

The physi al

this model have to satisfy the

onstraint

of the

v



246

v

u; v  !.

is

It

lose to the

GeV; this is due to identi ation

harged gauge boson

W

as the

W

in the SM.

 parameter, we obtain the onstraint on u
2:46 GeV [13℄, whi h implies that u is mu h
than v . Therefore, the VEVs in this model

From the
as

u



smaller

must satisfy the

onstraint

u  v  !:

MZ2 2 

where the mixing angle is dened by

u
(14)
!
 = os  and s = sin .

tg  =
and we use the notation
As a

onsequen e of this mixing, there exist lepton-

number violating (LNV) terms in the

harged

s ,
g
+ W + J + Y + H.
H CC = p JW

Y 
2

urrents

proportional to

.



;



(7)

(8)

As in Ref. [13℄, the

(9)

angle



from the

W

onstraint on the

width is given by

tain from the invisible
(10)

neutral LNV

s

W Y mixing
 0:08. But

2

W

are given by

MY2 = MX2 + MW2 :
(12)
harged bilepton Y is slightly heavier than
bilepton X . We re all that a similar re-

jMY MX j  mW

g2V (L ) 

[11℄.

873

1



D L  d L Zk + H. .;

oupling

g1V (L ) 

lation in the model with the right-handed neutrino is
2

width through the unnormal

gt  gkV ( )
LNC
( aL  aR +u L  UL
unnormal =

(11)

where the neutrino

2

Z

an ob-

urrent

Pythagoras

the neutral

(16)


JY+ =  laL  aR + d1L  UL + D L  u L +

+ s laL  aL + daL  uaL : (17)

between the bilepton masses is governed by the law of

Hen e, the

(15)

+ =


JW
 laL aL + daL uaL

s laL  aR + d1L  UL + D L  u L ;

(6)

It follows from (7), (8), and (9) that the splitting

2

(13)

we show in what follows that a stri ter bound

g2 2
(v 3u2);
4 2W
g2 2W !2
:
3 4s2W

:

with

and

MZ2 1 

!

W =  W 0 + s Y 0 ;
Y = s W 0 +  Y 0 ;

The masses of the gauge bosons are

g2 v2
;
MW2 =
4
g2
MY2 = (u2 + v2 + !2 );
4
2
g
MX2 = (!2 + u2);
4



harged gauge bosons are given by

Therefore, the VEVs in

is interesting to note that the VEV
SM one,

!

u2 + v 2
u!
u!
!2 + v2
0+
 W0 +
Y

g2
= (W 0 ; Y 0 )
4

ble for the rst step of symmetry breaking; the se -

u

u 6= 0 in this model is a mixing
W 0 and bilepton Y 0 ,

T

 =  ; 02 ; 
 (3; 2=3) ;
(5)
1
hi = p (0; v; 0)T :
2
The VEV ! gives mass to the exoti quarks U and
D and the new gauge bosons Z 2 , X , and Y , while the
VEVs u and v give mass to all the ordinary fermions
and gauge bosons [13, 16℄. The VEV ! is responsi+
1

onsequen e of

of the SM gauge boson

The last stage is a hieved by another Higgs s alar

ond step is due to

:::

'

(18)

gkV ; k = 1; 2)

onstants (

p

s' 4 2W
2
p

s' + ' 4 2W
2

1
1

;

(19)

:

(20)
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' beZ Z 0 neutral bosons is very small. In the
ase where u ! 0, the analysis of the Z de ay width [26℄
0
shows that the Z Z mixing angle is onstrained as
0:0015  '  0:001. The neutrino ouplings in (18)
lead to additional invisible-de ay modes to the Z bo-

The

It is worth mentioning that the mixing angle

son. For ea h generation of leptons, the
invisible-de ay width

1
L NL  t 
2
2
2

where
predi

orresponding

an be approximately written as





1 + O(s2' ) SM
 ;

dominate the pro ess.

(22)

From (21) and (22), we obtain the upper limit for the
mixing angle

tg   0:03;

diagrams for the

and

Y

de ay has
om-

Feynman

ontributions are depi ted in Figs. 1,

2, and 3. Left-handed gures (a) are given by the non(b) by the Dira

(23)

mass.

For the standard ontribution as depi ted in Fig. 1a,
its ee tive

oupling takes the form

A(

)0

g4 hM iL 4
;
4m4W hq2 i 

(27)

ML is the Majorana mass. The rst new ontribution involves only W , as in the standard ontribution, but W
now intera ts with two harged urrents
J and J as depi ted in Fig. 1b. We note that in
this

ase, the Dira

ee tive

MD

where

mass gives the

ontribution to the

oupling

A(

NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA DECAY

(1a) =

where

4. BILEPTON CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE

( )0

W
( )0

pare them with the standard one [18, 23℄.

whi h is smaller than that given in Ref. [13℄.

The

Be ause the

analysis here is to obtain new ontributions and to

neutrino de ay modes give [27℄

= (2:994  0:012) SM
 :

de ay in our model

not yet been experimentally dete ted, the aim of our

The experimental data for the total invisible

exp
invi

( )0

harged gauge bosons

vanishing Majorana mass, and the right-handed gures
(21)

p
3
NL = aR and SM
 = GF MZ =12 2 is the SM
tion for the de ay rate of Z into a pair of neu-

trinos.

ontributions to the

oming from the

tween the

135, âûï. 5, 2009
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)0

(1b) =

is the Dira

g4 hM iD 3
s;
4m4W hq2 i  

(28)

mass.

We see from Eqs. (27) and (28) that the LNV in
de ay is a typi al pro ess that requires

the lepton number violation, and hen e it

an be useful

the

( )0

de ay arises from two dierent sour es re-

spe tively identied by the nonvanishing Majorana and
mass terms. In Fig. 1a, the LNV is due to the

in probing new physi s beyond the SM [17, 18℄. The in-

Dira

tera tions that lead to the

Majorana mass, and the LNV in Fig. 1b is due to the

( )0 de

and leptons. For the standard
tude

ay involve hadrons

ontribution, its ampli-

an be written as [24℄

M(

)0

g4 h  =q + m 
M U PL 2
PR V;
4m4W 
q m2

=

h arries the hadroni information of the
M
ess, PR;L = (1  5 )=2, and U and V are Dira

spinors.

In the presen e of neutrino mixing, assum-

ming that

m2

q

M(

)0

2

, we

an write

h
  V;
)0 M UPR

= A(

)0

=

g hM i
4m4W hq2 i

is the strength of the ee tive
ontribution.

In the

(25)

A(
A(

harged

urrent (the

Comparing these ee tive

(1b) hM iD
=
hM iL tg :
)0 (1a)
)0

We see from (29) that the relevan e of this
bution depends on the angle



(29)

ontri-

and on the ratio be-

hM iD and hM iL . It is worth noting that if
hM iD tg   hM iL , then the Majorana and Dira
masses are

omparable to ea h other and both may

give the main
Next, we

4

(26)

oupling of the standard

ase of three neutrino spe ies,

hM i = P Uei mi is the ee tive neutrino mass and
hq i is the average of the transferred squared four2

s ).

tween

where

A(

boson to the

ouplings, we obtain the ratio
(24)

where
pro

W

oupling of the

term is proportional to

ontribution to the de ay.
onsider

ontributions that involve both

W and Y . They involve the two urrents J and
J intera ting with W and Y as depi ted in Fig. 2a for
hM iL and Fig. 2b for hM iD . The ee tive ouplings
in this

2

ase are

A(

momentum.

874

)0

(2a) =

g4 hM iL 2 s2
4m2W m2Y hq2 i

(30)
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a

dL

Bilepton ontributions to the neutrinoless

W



dL

s

W

eL

mL
L

eL

W



W

dL

uL

eL




dL

s

)0

de ay. Figure a is for the Majorana mass, gure b is for the Dira
mass

b

dL
Y

eL



mL
L

eL

W



W

dL

uL

eL




a

s

)0

de ay
uL

s

dL

s

Y

eL

mL

eL

mD

L

R

eL
s

Y

eL

Y

dL

uL



uL

s

s
Fig. 3.

Contribution of the bileptons Y to the

(

)0

de ay

and

and

A(

)0

(2b) =

g hM iD  s
:
4m2W m2Y hq2 i
4

3

A(
A(

(31)

We see from (30) and (31) that the Majorana mass gives
the

(

L

L

dL

b

uL

s
Y

uL



Asso iated ontribution of the W boson and the bilepton Y to the

dL

eL

mD

L

Fig. 2.

uL

s

R

L

dL

(

uL

s
Y

uL



Contribution of the SM bosons W to the

a

eL

mD

L

Fig. 1.

uL



R

L

dL

b

uL



:::

ontribution to the

the Dira

( )0 de

(2b) m2W hM iD
tg 
= 2
mY hM iL
)0 (1a)

In

ontrast to the previous

the relevan e of these

oupling, we obtain the ratios
)0

(33)

ay mu h smaller than

mass. Comparing with the standard ee tive

A(
A(

(2a) m2W 2
= 2 tg :
mY
)0 (1a)

)0

gle
(32)

ase, Eq. (32) shows that

ontributions depends on the an-

, the ratio hM iD =hM iL , and the bilepton mass.

We suppose that the new ontributions are smaller than
the standard one; from Eq. (32), we then obtain a lower
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Low bounds on the bilepton mass in range of

Table.

ing

hM iD =hM iL

100 200 400 600 800 1000

mY , GeV

139:0 197:0 278:6 341:2 394:0 440:5

ontributions are mu h smaller than those with the

harged

W

bosons. This is be ause all the

the

m2W

low

the bilepton with ordinary quarks and leptons in the

5. CONCLUSION

hM iD tg :
hM iL

= 80:425

bounds

GeV

on

the

2

3

hM iD =hM iL  10 10

and

mass

mY

(34)

tg  = 0:03,
in

range

of

[25℄ are given in the Table.

It is interesting to note that wrong muon de ay
experiments imply a bound for the bilepton mass

mY



has

been

230

13; 28℄,

GeV [

derived

and a stronger mass bound

from

onsidering

an

tal limit of lepton-number-violating
de ays [29℄ of

experimen-

harged lepton

440 GeV.

We see from Eq. (33) that the order of the
tribution is mu h smaller than the standard
tion; this is be ause the LNV in the

( )0

Y

and the

harged

ordinary quarks and leptons. Taking

on-

ontribu-

de ay arises

from the Majorana mass term and the LNV
between the bilepton

(2a)
)0 (1a)
)0

example of this kind of

J

urrent

J

of

mY = 139 GeV,

 3:0  10 :
4

In another

(35)

Y.

ontributions that

In Fig. 3a, we show an

ontribution where the

oupling is

g4 hM iL s4
:
)0 (3a) =
4m4Y hq2 i
g4 hM iD  s3
:
)0 (3b) =
4m4Y hq2 i

( )0

de ay and systemati ally analyzed the

ouplings of all possible

ontributions of

harged gauge

bosons to the de ay. The result shows that, in
di tion with previous analysis [23, 24℄, the
me hanism in the
jorana and Dira

 9:0  10 ;
8

( )0 de

ay

onsidered model requires both Manonvanishing masses. If the mixing

angle between the

harged gauge boson and the bilep-

ton is in the range of the ratio of neutrino masses
and

ontra-

hM iD , then the Majorana and Dira

hM iL

masses are

omparable to ea h other and both may give the main
ontribution to the de ay. Based on the result, the

on-

straints on the bilepton mass are given. It is interesting
to note that the relevan e of the new

,

ontributions is

the ee tive neutrino

mass, and the bilepton mass. By estimating the order
of magnitude of the new

ontributions, we predi ted
ontribution depi ted

in Fig. 2, whose order of magnitude is
dard

4

of the stan-

ontribution.

Finally, we emphasize that in the
the

10

onsidered model,

harged Higgs boson is a s alar bilepton (with

L = 2).

Therefore, their Yukawa

ouplings to ordinary quarks and leptons violate the
lepton number and are very weak (see Ref. [30℄ for the
to the

( )0

ontributions

de ay must be mu h smaller than the

ontributions of

(37)

harged gauge bosons.
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= W tg4 :
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)0

We have also investigated the impli-

the lepton number

tain

A(
A(

Z.

ations of spontaneous breaking of the lepton number

details). This means that their possible

Comparing with the standard ee tive

A(
A(

gauge boson

urrent

ase, we also have

A(

harged gauge bosons in the e onomi al 331

that the most robust one is the

appears in two verti es. The ee tive

A(

between

model from the invisible de ay modes of the neutral

di tated by the mixing angle

We now examine the next four
involve only the bileptons

We have obtained a new bound on the mixing angle

oupling

we obtain

A(
A(

ouplings of

diagrams in Fig. 3 are lepton number violating.

bound on the bilepton mass as

With
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whi h is very small. It is easy to verify that the remain-

hM iD =hM iL

m2Y > m2W

òîì

hospitality during his visit. This work was supported in
part by the National Coun il for the Natural S ien es
(39)

of Vietnam.
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